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David Blaine Mega Magic Abracadabra Over 120 Card Tricks presto--a chosen card appears from the

midst of a deck. All kids love magic, and now young would-be magicians can astound friends and family

with wizardry talents using little more than an ordinary deck of playing cards. Most of these fabulous feats

can be done on the spur of the moment, and none requires any special equipment or special talent. Some

of the Card Tricks that you will Learn include: After Drinks The Hotel Lazy Magician Mind Reader Four

Kingdoms Lucky 13 Spelling Bee Teleporting Card Think of a Card Vanishing Card 49er Fools Gold

Bottoms Up Cutting The Ace Get Money In My Pocket Psychic Hotline Poker Trial Quick Flip Slap Happy

Not Your Card Plus Over 100 More Magic Card Tricks: Now Thats What I Call Magic! Street Magic

Revealed You have seen David Blaine perform amazing street magic on your TV, Now you to can learn

how to perform these amazing street magic tricks with our simple to use step by step guard, Here is a list

of the tricks you will learn: Fly Resurrection Coin Bite And Restored Coin Cough, Cough Coin Vanish

Card In Bottle Cigarette Through The Coin Trick Ace Shake Voodoo Ash Two Card Monte Twisting Arm

Illusion Psycho Kinetic Time Card Through Window Tax Disc Removal Secret Card Flick Revelation Coin

Tricks Everybody loves coin tricks, you can perform a coin trick on the spare of a moment and amaze

your friends, Be the life and soul of any party. Here is a list of the coin tricks you will learn: Vanishing

Quarter Easy Coin Vanish Minus Your Money Swindled Coin Handkerchief And Coin Trick Palm

Penetration Coin Bite French Drop! Coin to Biscuit Hopping Quarter Coin in Wool Double Sided Coin The

DeManche Change Falling Quarter Pub and Bar Tricks Impress your mates down at your Local with

these amazing Bar Trick's. Get them to place there bet's and you will be drinking free beer all night. You

will have seen some of these amazing Bar Trick's on your TV, performed by David Blaine. Here is a List

of all the Bar Tricks that you will Learn: Anti Gravity Beer: An annoying person returns from the toilet to

find that their bottle of beer has been turned upside down without any beer falling out. The bottle is then

handed to them when the beer spills all over the place. Everlasting Ash: A friend is challenged to see who

can smoke the longest distance without losing any ash. You Win Every Time. Liquor Switch: One shot
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glass is filled with water and the other with whisky. The challenge is to get the whisky in the glass that has

the water and the water in the glass that has the whisky with out using any other containers including your

mouth. Penetrating Ashes: The magician takes a cigarette and rubs some of the ashes into the spectators

clenched fist untill they disappear. He then says some magic words and asks the spectator to open their

fist and the ash has penetrated onto their palm. Coin Island: 1 glass, a matchbook, six coins, and an

ashtray with water in it. Bet your friends one drink that you can get the water out of the ashtray using only

the ingredients mentioned and without moving or tilting the ashtray. The Bar Balance: Balance 3 empty

beer glasses on top of each other on their outer rims, without the help of any other object whatsoever!

Psychic Dice: A spectator is asked to drop 3 dice into a glass of water, raise the glass over their head and

count the total of the dice on the bottom. The spectator then sets the glass back down, the bartender dips

his finger in the water, rubs his finger on his forehead and after a little concentrating, announces the total

of the dice on the bottom to the spectators amazement. Eye Popper: This can be a real shocker. More

Magic This ebook has even more magic then what is listed on this page, It also includes: Levitation

Secrets: The magician raises his arms up by his sides and slowly appears to rise a few inches off the

ground for a little while before returning to earth quickly. Plus lots more Levitation Secrets. Mind Reader:

This Section will totaly blow you away, You will be left sitting in front of your computer scratching your

head in amazment. Optical Illusions: These Illusions will keep you entertained for hours, Print them of and

amaze your friends. One More Bit Of Magic The last bit of magic in this ebook, is that you get full resell

rights to the entire ebook. Just sell one copy and you will have your money back, now is that magic or

what. Sell 10 copy's and your on a real winner, Imagine what you could do if you sold 100+ copy's. Plus

you will also get your very own sales page just like this one to help you resell your new found magic. How

Much is This Going to Cost Me? My associates all tell me I should sell this package for no less than

14.95...and they say that people would flock to it at that low price. Quite frankly I agree! But I'm not going

to sell it for anywhere near that much. Here's why: I want you to be totally thrilled with the value that

you're getting. I know that if you are satisfied...and feel that I've over-delivered...and given you more than

you expected...then you'll most likely do business with me again in the future. I firmly believe that that's

the key to true long-term business success. And that's why I've decided to practically give this package

away and only charge you one low fee of 3.95 You should realize that this is a very limited time offer and

that I plan to raise the price to 9.95 very soon. You and I both know it's still a steal at that price. Buy It
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